


UPBEAT
(ADJECTIVE): (उत्साहित):

optimistic

Synonyms: cheerful, cheery

Antonyms: pessimistic

Example Sentence: He was

upbeat about the company's

future.

WORD OF THE 

DAY



WORD OF THE DAY 

IMAGE



ERROR DETECTION



1. Sushil was enough kind (1)/ to

inform us about the (2)/conspiracy

but declined to (3)/ name the

person behind it.(4)/ No error (5)

(1)Replace  'Sushil was enough kind’ 

with ‘Sushil was kind enough'



Points to remember



2. All of the students (1) Are

kindly requested (2)/to enclose

a stamped envelope (3) in the

form for reply. (4) No error (5)

(2) Kindly requested, ' की जगि 'requested' 

िोगा, क्योंकक kindly

और requested to का प्रयोग एक साथ निीं ककया 

जाता ि।ै



3. Not a single scooter was (1)

Available with any of the

dealers (2) as all the scooters

(3)were complete sold. (4) No

error(5)

(2) ‘Were complete sold’ की

जगि Were completely sold' 

िोगा



4. Though his actions were

(1)severe criticized (2)/ he did

not lose his temper (3)/and dealt

with the matter in a gentle

way.(4)/No error /(5)

(2) 'severe criticized की जगि

‘severely criticised’ िोगा, क्योंकक,

criticised(Past Participle) को

Modifify करने के हिए Adjective

(severe) का निीं, बहकक Adverb

(severely) का प्रयोग िोगा।



5. Hardly I had stepped (1)/Out of

my house when (2)/I saw some

police man (3)/coming towards

my house. (4)/ No error(5)

(1) ‘Hardly I had stepped’  की जगि ‘Hardly had 

I stepped’ िोगा ।



Points to remember



6. All Banks (1) necessary keep a

certain (2)/ percentage of deposits

(3) / with the Reserve Bank. (4) /

No error (5)

(2) necessary को जगि 

necessarily िोगा।



7. Bhutan is a beautiful (1)/

country which almost (2)/ eighty

percent of the (3)/ population

lives in villages. (4)/ No error

(5).

(2) ‘which’ की जगि ‘where’ िोगा।



8. To know what people react to (1)

/ an unforeseen situation(2)/ is

very important (3) / to decide your

course of action. (4) No error (5)

(1) ‘To know what people

react to ' की जगि To know

how people react' िोगा



9. Seema's new office is close (1)

to her residence so (2)/ she will

not longer (3)/ have to travel by

train. (4)/ No error (5)

(3) ‘She will not longer’ की जगि

‘She will no longer िोगा ।किये गये

वाक्य में ‘Longer adjective’ को

qualify करने के हिए

Adverb 'no' का प्रयोग िोगा ।



10. Since this foreign bank has (1)/

not performed very good this year

(2)/ it will not be setting (3)/ up

any new branches. (4)/No error

(5)

(2) ‘Good’ adjective की जगि

‘well’ adverb’ िोगा ।



FILL IN THE BLANKS



11. If he..........himself from

school he will be

punished.

(1) will absent

(2) absents

(3) are absent

(4) is absenting

(5) will be absent

Ans-2



12. Our teacher………..and 

we………… English test 

tomorrow.

(1) will take, shall give

(2) will give, shall take 

(3) take, give

(4) give, take

(5) give, will give

Ans-(2)



13. This box is………….. heavy 

for you to lift.

(1) very

(2) much 

(3) very much

(4) too

(5) No word

Ans. 4



14…………work will tell upon 

your health.

(1) Much Too

(2) Too much

(3) Much

(4) Too

(5) No word

Ans- (2)



15. He has

not.............applied for

the job we told him

about.

(1) still

(2) yet

(3) now

(4) since

(5) Ever

Ans-(2)



16. Tom is……clever, but 

Peter is rather stupid.

(1) fairly

(2) rather

(3) almost

(4) just

(5) Nearly

Ans(1)



Points to remember



17. Her case is so heavy that she 

can..…….lift it.

(1) hardly

(2) have 

(3) nearly

(4) fairly

(5) Rather

Ans(1)



18. Not till..........he got home

he realized that he had

lost it.

(1) had

(2) has

(3) did

(4) but

(5) No word

Ans (1)



19. She was……...surprised

at the news because it!

was………. perplexing.

(1) much, very

(2) very, much

(3) very, very

(4) Much

(5) very, too

Ans-(1)



Points to remember



20. I first met Santosh five 

years ago and have 

recalled him……….

(1) since

(2) ever

(3) ever since

(4) then

(5) New

Ans-(3)



Surprise Grammar Trick of 

the Day
Say/suggest/propose/speak/reply/e

xplain/talk/listen/write is followed by

to-Preposition if there is a person in

the form of object.

Incorrect- He did not reply me.

Correct- He did not reply to me.

Incorrect- He did not write to a

letter.

Correct- He did not write a letter.



a) Hopefully, this last order of the

apex court / b) will help in bringing a

speedy closure to the case / c) and

sound out politicians and bureaucrats

/ d) against interfering in CBI

investigations. / e) No error

HOME WORK 

ANSWER



HOME WORK

1. He's always in a rush. I don't understand
why he walks so ____________
(quick/quickly).

2. I prefer studying in the library. It's
always_______________ (quiet/quietly).

3. Michael __________ (happy/happily) took
the assistant job. He had been looking
for a position all summer.

4. Marta dances _____________
(beautiful/beautifully). She's been taking
ballet since she was five years old.

5. They speak French very ____________
(good/well). They lived in France for two
years.




